MANSFIELD ISD TRYOUT CHOREOGRAPHY
2023

Beginning position: Groups of 4 in a straight line, facing back with right foot in a dig, hands on hips/lower back

8     Hold 1-4, ripple wrap left to right 5-8
8     Pull hands in a fist to hip 1-2, alternating poses 3 and 5, jump together with arms in low v 7-8

     Jazz walk to create 2 lines 1-4, padebure right 5-6 and left 7-8 with arms in L's
8     Double pirouette 1 or 5 by lines
8     Hold 1-2, hips right and left 3-4, balchange battement 5-8
8     Right pivot flick to back to front 1-4, arms rise to high V 5-6, wrap prep 7-8

8     Chaine’s right 1, 3, 5 T close 7-8
8     Chasse left with T arms 1-2, balchange arms in L 3-4, step cross wrap turn 5-6, pose 7 and 8
8     Press leap in parts 1, 3, 5, 7
8     Hold 1-2, floor kick and roll to stand to back 3-8

8     Switch Lines: step clap right 1-2, step clap left 3-4, walk 5-6, face front 7-8
8     T arm right 1, T arm left 2, wrap 3, over flat back 4, hair flip up 5-7, dig/pop right foot 8

8     Balchange push front 1-2, back push down 3-4, step dig cross arms at chest 5-6, step dig hands at head 7-8
8     Lasso right arm around head into lunch 1-2, hold 3, step back and push &4, clasp around head to knee 5-6, scoop up 7-8

8     Cha-Cha over right should 1-2, up and down 3-4, right knee down 5, left leg out 7 with arms in L
8     Parts 1 or 3 wrap to bug, reach 5-6 to right diagonal, flick right leg 7-8
8     Roll up to side 1-4, Part: 5 or 1, flick balchange, chaine, chasse, grand jete to floor
8     Finish second group

8     Hold 1-2, slice right arm across to roll up 3-4, face back 5-8
8     Parts 1 or 5, T arms to hips, T arms to head
8     Step wrap to front 1-3 and dig, arms punch up up down 5 and 6, balchange front 7-8
8     Posse with L arms 1, down 2, clip turn 3-4, jazz walk move to straight line 5-8

8     Snake and connect with line 1-4, melt into ending pose of their choosing 5-8